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Abstract: In this paper we introduce a low-stress silicon enriched nitride
platform that has potential for nonlinear and highly integrated optics.
The manufacturing process of this platform is CMOS compatible and the
increased silicon content allows tensile stress reduction and crack free
layer growth of 700 nm. Additional benefits of the silicon enriched nitride
is a measured nonlinear Kerr coefficient n2 of 1.4·10−18 m2/W (5 times
higher than stoichiometric silicon nitride) and a refractive index of 2.1 at
1550 nm that enables high optical field confinement allowing high intensity
nonlinear optics and light guidance even with small bending radii. We
analyze the waveguide loss (∼1 dB/cm) in a spectrally resolved fashion and
include scattering loss simulations based on waveguide surface roughness
measurements. Detailed simulations show the possibility for fine dispersion
and nonlinear engineering. In nonlinear experiments we present continuous-
wave wavelength conversion and demonstrate that the material does not
show nonlinear absorption effects. Finally, we demonstrate microfabrication
of resonators with high Q-factors (∼105).

© 2015 Optical Society of America

OCIS codes: (130.3120) Integrated optics devices; (130.7405) Wavelength conversion de-
vices; (160.6000) Semiconductor materials; (190.4380) Nonlinear optics, four-wave mixing;
(220.4241) Nanostructure fabrication; (230.5750) Resonators.
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1. Introduction

Silicon nitride (SixNy) waveguides constitute a very attractive platform for integrated photon-
ics applications. Similar to silicon-on-insulator (SOI) devices, their fabrication process is fully
compatible with CMOS fabrication standards, and they render suitable for hybrid integration
with other active components, such as modulators, amplifiers and detectors, both with silicon
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and III/V materials [1–3]. A key difference with respect to SOI is that the transparency window
of SixNy reaches into the visible and ultraviolet regions, which opens up new opportunities for
integrated optics in life science applications [4, 5]. Ultra-low propagation losses of ∼0.1 dB/m
in the optical telecommunication window have been reported for thin (40-50 nm), low con-
finement, SixNy waveguides [6]. This has enabled the fabrication of high-performance passive
devices, such as arrayed waveguide gratings [7] and ultra-high Q resonators [8] of relevance in
fiber-optics applications.
Thicker waveguides provide higher optical confinement inside the waveguide core. High con-
finement allows for shorter curvature radii and, as a result, a higher density of photonic inte-
gration. In addition, the relatively high index contrast with respect to the silica cladding allows
for engineering the dispersion of the waveguide (see e.g. [9]). This is crucial to achieve broad-
band phase matching in nonlinear optics applications [10]. Indeed, supercontinuum generation
[9, 11], parametric frequency comb generation [12–14] and wavelength conversion [12] have
been reported in thick SixNy waveguides. In contrast to SOI waveguides, SixNy shows no sign
of two-photon absorption in the optical telecommunications band [10], which allows one to
leverage the high-power erbium-doped fiber technology.
A challenge with SixNy waveguides is that films thicker than ∼300 nm suffer large tensile stress
and, in consequence, the waveguides tend to crack [15]. However, for a rectangular waveguide
geometry, it is necessary to have very thick waveguides in order to get the zero dispersion
wavelength in the telecommunications C-band [16]. Recent works address this manufacturabil-
ity issue in different ways [16,17]. In [17], mechanical trenches are inscribed in the oxide layer
before the waveguide structures are fabricated. The trenches prevent further propagation of me-
chanical shock waves that initiate near the edge of the wafer. In this way, a crack-free region
where devices can be safely fabricated, is cleared at the center of the wafer. With this method,
stoichiometric SixNy (i.e. Si3N4) waveguides as thick as 900 nm have been fabricated recently.
Epping et al. [16] proposed an alternative method that consists of filling inscribed trenches in
the oxide layer with silicon nitride. Hence the filled trench becomes the waveguide’s core. Us-
ing Si3N4, they achieve propagation losses in the order of 0.4 dB/cm for waveguides of similar
thickness.
An interesting feature of SixNy films is that the relative content of Si and N can be precisely
adjusted during the deposition process. A different composition in the film has a dramatic effect
in the stress [18]. In particular, films with lower stress can be deposited by increasing slightly
the content of silicon [19], resulting in crack-free, thick (>500 nm) waveguides as reported e.g.
in [20]. In this work, we present a detailed analysis of the linear and nonlinear properties of our
thick non-stoichiometric SixNy waveguides [21]. Although the propagation losses (∼1 dB/cm)
are above the values reported by others [16, 17], the nonlinear Kerr coefficient is ∼5 times
higher than stoichiometric Si3N4 waveguides [22], resulting in notable nonlinear effects even
when operating with continuous-wave (CW) lasers. We provide an in-depth study of the dis-
persion and nonlinear characteristics and detail our fabrication process. We observe no sign of
detrimental two-photon absorption effects in the telecommunications C-band. The high mode
confinement allows for manufacturing high-quality factor resonators (Q ∼105) with a free spec-
tral range in the order of several nanometers, a record-high value for non-stoichiometric SixNy
waveguides. In essence, the presented structure combines in a single platform the beneficial
features of stoichiometric silicon nitride (absence of two-photon absorption) with those of SOI
waveguides (large nonlinear coefficient), making it very promising for integrated nonlinear op-
tics applications.
The remaining of the work is structured as follows. In Section 2 we describe the fabrication
process. Section 3 covers the loss characterization and the simulation results of group veloc-
ity dispersion, and the nonlinear coefficient are presented in section 4. In Section 5 nonlinear
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experiments are presented, and in Section 6 we summarize the performance of our high-Q mi-
croresonators.

2. Fabrication

The manufacturing of the silicon-enriched nitride waveguides is compatible with the mature
processing platform to fabricate complementary metal-oxide-semiconductor (CMOS) systems,
which gives the option for mass production of integrated optics devices. A detailed schematic of
the fabrication procedure of our SixNy waveguides is presented in Fig. 1(a). To simplify matters,
only the upper part of the wafer processing is shown so that the symmetric layer growth on
the backside is not part of the schematic. Starting from a plain silicon wafer (P-doped/Boron,
<100> orientation) in the first step, a 2 µm layer of buried-oxide is grown in a thermal wet
oxidation process in H2O environment. On top of the silicon dioxide film a layer of silicon-
enriched nitride is deposited in a low-pressure chemical vapor deposition (LPCVD) process.
By varying the gas composition of the film forming reactants NH3 and SiH2Cl2 injected into
the reaction chamber, the ratio of the silicon and nitrogen content in the SixNy film can be
adjusted. The recipe we used results in a ratio of around 65% silicon to 35% nitrogen that
enables a tensile stress reduced growth of SixNy films with a thickness of 700 nm. The film
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Fig. 1. (a) Schematic of fabrication process for silicon-enriched nitride waveguides. Only
the processing of the top part of the wafer is presented. (I) Silicon wafer as initial condition.
(II) Thermal wet oxidation of 2 µm SiO2. (III) LPCVD deposition of 700 nm silicon-rich ni-
tride in a gas mixture of NH3 and SiH2Cl2. (IV) Patterning of the photoresist based etching
mask by DUV lithography. (V) Dry etching of SixNy in CHF3 and O2 and remaining etch
mask removal. (VI) PECVD deposition of 2 µm SiO2 in SiH4 and N2O. (b) SEM picture
of patterned SixNy strip after etching. Magnification of 70 000. (c) Experimental results of
spectrally resolved waveguide loss and coupling loss in SixNy waveguide (700 nm height,
1.65 µm width). The dark lines show the mean value, the bright shadowed areas the stan-
dard deviation and the brown curve shows the propagation loss for one sample waveguide,
(see details in the text).
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composition was measured with energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy. In order to transfer the
transverse waveguide pattern into the SixNy layer we used a photoresist based soft mask during
etching which is structured via deep-ultraviolet (DUV) contact lithography. This lithography
technique readily enables to resolve feature sizes down to around 200 nm. The smoothness and
durability of the etch mask is improved by a descum procedure and a heat treatment at 130 ◦C
for 20 min. In a CHF3 and O2 based dry etching step, a SixNy strip is etched with nearly smooth
and vertical sidewalls as can be seen in the scanning electron microscope (SEM) picture in Fig.
1(b). The picture reveals that the 700 nm thick silicon-enriched nitride strip is crack free. With
our DUV lithography and etching process a 400 nm gap between two waveguides can clearly
be resolved as shown in Fig. 2(a). Finally, the 2 µm upper SiO2 cladding of the waveguide
is deposited in a plasma-enhanced vapor deposition (PECVD) step with SiH4 and N2O as the
reactive gas mixture.

3. Loss characterization

To specify dominant loss contributions in our silicon-enriched nitride waveguides, we com-
bined spectrally resolved transmission scans with the cut-back method. The transmission scans
are measured by launching light from a tunable laser into the waveguide and sweeping the
wavelength in synchronization with a photodetector to measure the system throughput for
individual wavelengths. By calibrating the transmission scans, the fiber-to-fiber loss of the
device under test were separated from additional setup loss. The wavelength scans with 189
data points were performed for three different waveguide lengths (1.98, 3.03, 5.01 cm). The
transmission loss from three different lengths allows the fitting of a first-order polynomial,
to extract propagation loss and coupling loss from the slope and offset of the polynomial.
Performing an individual polynomial fit for each wavelength, results in a spectrally resolved
characterization of the coupling and propagation loss. In Fig. 1(c) the waveguide propagation
loss of one waveguide with 189 wavelength data points is shown. The noise of the curve,
resulting from spurious reflection artifacts in the waveguide, was cleaned up using a moving
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Fig. 2. (a) SEM picture of the coupling region between the bus waveguide and the microring
resonator at a magnification of 25 000. The inset shows the indicated rectangular area for
the analysis of sidewall roughness, with the SEM image intensity converted to color code.
The black line going from top to bottom is the identified edge of the waveguide wall used
to extract the roughness parameters. (b) Atomic force microscopy picture of the SixNy
surface.
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average filter over 20% of the data points. In total, seven different waveguide systems at
different locations in the same wafer were evaluated to calculate the mean value and standard
deviation for the spectrally resolved propagation and coupling loss as presented in Fig. 1(c).
It can be seen that the coupling loss is fairly constant over wavelength with a mean value
of around 4.8 dB per facet owing to Fresnel reflections and modal field mismatch between
the tapered fiber (spot size 2.5 µm) and the waveguide. The propagation loss decreases from
around 1.8 dB/cm at 1510 nm down to 1.2 dB/cm above 1570 nm. This trend indicates
dominant material loss over losses from scattering locations in the waveguide boundaries as
the higher confinement at shorter wavelength increases the optical wave interaction with the
material. The material losses in the C-band could be caused by higher-order vibrational modes
of N-H bonds.
We support the claim of dominant material loss at lower wavelength by an estimation of the
scattering losses which was done in two steps. First, the surface roughness of the waveguide
sidewalls and the top surface was measured for the SixNy waveguide strip after etching. The
sidewall roughness was obtained from image processing the top-view SEM pictures of the
straight waveguide; a result can be seen as the inset in Fig. 2(a) where the black meandering
line indicates the detected position of the sidewall. For the top surface a two-dimensional
surface profile was obtained with atomic force microscopy (AFM) and the results are presented
in Fig. 2(b). From these measurements we calculated as indicators of the roughness feature size
both the root mean square (rms) σ of the roughness height variations and the (auto-)correlation
Lc of the fluctuations along the plane of surface. The extracted roughness parameters were (σ ,
Lc) = (5, 45) nm for the sidewall and (σ , Lc) = (0.5, 30) nm for the top surface. The bottom
surface of the waveguide was not accessible for roughness measurements but it was assumed
to have similar roughness parameters as for the top surface. In the second step the parameters
were inserted into an expression for the scattering loss originally derived for slab waveguides
[23]. It has, however, been widely used also for rectangular waveguides, with some reasonable
though not entirely rigorous reinterpretation of the entities in the formula. Since our aim is to
qualitatively compare the scattering losses to the total waveguide losses the precision in this
approach should be more than sufficient. In addition to the surface roughness parameters, the
scattering loss formula also contains some entities for the undisturbed waveguide - without
surface roughness - which were obtained from numerical simulations as mentioned in the
next section. The loss formula then yielded a total loss from the two sidewalls of ∼0.2 dB/cm
and from the top and bottom interfaces of less than 0.01 dB/cm. The sidewall scattering
loss is thus not insignificant but clearly smaller than the absorption loss, judging from the
measurements of the total waveguide loss. The strong wavelength dependence of the total
loss further underscores that absorption is the dominant loss mechanism, since the scatte-
ring loss is virtually independent of the wavelength; the simulations show that increasing the
wavelength from 1500 to 1600 nm the sidewall scattering loss decreases by merely 0.01 dB/cm.

4. Simulation of group velocity dispersion and nonlinear coefficient

In order to receive realistic results from mode solver simulations the refractive indices of all
three materials forming the waveguide were determined using spectroscopic ellipsometry over
the wavelength range from 245 to 1690 nm. The measurements were taken from one point in
the middle of the wafer. The measured refractive indices at 1550 nm for the thermally grown
and PECVD deposited SiO2 were around 1.44 and 1.46, and for the silicon-enriched nitride
layer it was 2.1. Simulations were then carried out with a finite element method based solver
(COMSOL). The high index contrast between core and cladding results in a power distribu-
tion mainly confined in the core as presented in Fig. 3(a), here presented for the fundamental
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Fig. 3. (a) Simulation of power distribution of the fundamental TE-mode at 1550 nm wave-
length. (b) Simulation of dispersion D as a function of waveguide height and waveguide
width of the fundamental TE-mode at 1550 nm wavelength. The dot indicates the waveg-
uide dimensions used in this publication. (c) Simulation of nonlinear parameter γ as a func-
tion of waveguide height and waveguide width of the fundamental TE-mode at 1550 nm
wavelength. The dot indicates the waveguide dimensions used in this work and the black
curve indicates the zero dispersion of the waveguide.

TE-mode at 1550 nm wavelength. The high confinement of this mode translates into a small
effective area Aeff of around 0.9 µm2 for a waveguide with dimensions of 700 nm in height and
1.65 µm in width. It is important to mention that for this cross-section dimension, both the fun-
damental and second order TE- and TM modes are guided for wavelengths above the L-band.
For efficient nonlinear processes over a wide spectrum a low and anomalous dispersion in the
waveguide structure is essential. By tailoring the dimensions of the core medium, it is possi-
ble to change the waveguide dispersion in order to overcome the normal material dispersion
to obtain the desired chromatic dispersion in the waveguide. For our material combination we
studied the impact of the height and width of the waveguide on the dispersion D in detail. We
varied the core dimensions with steps of 30 nm for the height and in steps of 90 nm for the width
and interpolated the data to achieve fine resolved dispersion information for different waveg-
uide cross sections as presented in Fig. 3(b) for the fundamental TE-mode at 1550 nm. The plot
reveals that anomalous dispersion, D > 0, is achieved at waveguide dimensions thicker than
600 nm. With our stress reduced SixNy, those thicknesses can be manufactured without film
cracking, leading to high yield and reproducibility of the processed waveguides. The dimen-
sions of the waveguides used in this work (1.65 µm width, 700 nm height) result in anomalous
dispersion of around 60 ps/(nm·km) according to the simulations.
Nonlinear processes are enhanced with higher nonlinear parameter γ that is related to the non-
linear Kerr coefficient n2, the wavelength λ of the optical field and the Aeff of the waveguide
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Table 1. Comparison of nonlinear Kerr coefficient n2 and optical band gap energy Eg for
silicon, silicon-enriched nitride and stoichiometric silicon nitride.

n2 (at 1.5 µm) [m2/W] Eg [eV]

Si [24, 25] (100% Si) ∼4·10−18 1.12

SixNy (65% Si) 1.4·10−18 2.3

Si3N4 [22, 27] (43% Si) 0.24·10−18 ∼5

by

γ =
2πn2

λAeff
. (1)

Consequently, γ is enhanced by reducing the effective area and/or by increasing the non-
linear Kerr coefficient n2 of the materials. We measured a nonlinear Kerr coefficient n2 of
1.4·10−18 m2/W for the silicon-enriched nitride (see section 5). The comparison of our silicon-
enriched nitride composition (65% Si, 35%N) to pure silicon (100% Si) and stoichiometric
silicon nitride (43% Si, 57%N) shows that the value of our material falls in between the other
two as shown in Table 1 [22, 24, 25]. This is expected taking into account that the increased
content of silicon comes along with an increase in nonlinearities. But one should be aware of
the drawback when increasing the silicon content in a SixNy compound as the optical bandgap
of the material is reduced. This increases the risk of two photon absorption (TPA) and the
related carrier effects when working with high optical intensities.
The ellipsometry data of the SixNy material absorption serves as the basis to fit a theoretical
model based on the Tauc-Lorentz dispersion relationship as described in [26]. From the model
a bandgap of 2.3 eV was inferred, which is between reported values for Si and Si3N4 presented
in Table 1 [25, 27]. To bridge an optical bandgap energy of 2.3 eV with two photons of the
same wavelength, each photon needs a wavelength of 1100 nm or shorter. This provides an
indirect indication that in our material, TPA should be negligible in the C-band.
Utilizing the measured n2 for SixNy and the n2 for silica available in the literature, the nonlinear
parameter γ was simulated for different waveguide dimensions as presented in Fig. 3(c), which
shows results for the fundamental TE-mode at 1550 nm. From the mode solver data the Aeff
is calculated as in [28]. As can be seen in the plot, the maximum γ is achieved at waveguide
dimensions of around 0.9 µm width and 450 nm height, where the optical field confinement
leads to the smallest effective area. Comparing the simulations of the dispersion with the
simulations of the nonlinear parameter indicates that there is a tradeoff between achieving
anomalous dispersion and the highest nonlinearities. This tradeoff is highlighted by including
the line of zero dispersion in the γ simulation graph in Fig. 3(c).

5. Nonlinear experiments

Next we show the potential of our platform in integrated optics by realizing a set of experiments
with CW-pumped waveguides. The setup shown in Fig. 4(a) contains two tunable CW lasers
where both waves are amplified independently and controlled in polarization. In this way we
ensure that no nonlinear interaction occurs in the amplifiers but only in the integrated waveg-
uide. The amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) of the signal after the amplifier is filtered out
by an optical bandpass filter (OBF), whereas the ASE of the pump is removed in the 200 GHz
bandwidth common port of the wavelength-division multiplexing (WDM) coupler. After com-
bining signal and pump in the WDM coupler both waves are launched over a tapered fiber
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into the microchip containing a straight waveguide of 0.94 cm length. The polarization of both
waves is optimized for maximum throughput in the nonlinear experiments. After the chip the
conversion efficiency (CE), defined as Pout

idler/P
out
signal, is analyzed with respect to signal and pump

waves at the input. We experimentally demonstrate that the FWM conversion efficiency is di-
rectly proportional to the pump power, even at high power levels where the increased silicon
content may raise the concern of TPA happening. In the experiments, signal and pump waves
were placed with 1 nm wavelength separation (signal 1562 nm, pump 1563 nm) to minimize
the impact of dispersion in the FWM process. The signal power was kept constant at 19 dBm
as the pump power was increased. At the output the idler and signal power were tracked with
an optical spectrum analyzer (OSA) and the conversion efficiency is displayed in Fig. 4(b). The
agreement with the numerical simulation indicates that the nonlinear measurement results fol-
low the theoretical dependence on the pump power. The deviation from a quadratic dependence
is explained by the strong signal that saturates the FWM process slightly. The numerical sim-
ulations are realized by solving the nonlinear Schrödinger equation with the split-step Fourier
method. Coupling loss variations are considered in the simulations.
The group velocity dispersion was studied in a second experiment. Here, the separation of sig-
nal and pump wavelength is changed by setting the pump to 1563 nm and detuning the signal
away to shorter wavelengths. Both waves were launched into the waveguide at constant power
levels (signal 19 dBm, pump 30 dBm). The change in CE over signal-pump detuning is plotted
in Fig. 4(c). The graph indicates a 3 dB conversion bandwidth of around 8 nm. This corre-
sponds to a dispersion value of ∼15 ps/(nm·km). The difference with respect to the simulation
results [Fig. 3(b)] could be due to slight variations in the waveguide geometry that are within
fabrication tolerance.
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Fig. 4. (a) Schematic of experimental setup for four-wave mixing experiments. Continu-
ous wave (CW) tunable laser. Polarization controller (PC). Erbium doped fiber amplifier
(EDFA). Optical bandpass filter (OBF). Wavelength-division multiplexing (WDM) cou-
pler. (b) Outcoupled conversion efficiency as a function of launched pump power into the
waveguide. (c) Outcoupled conversion efficiency as a function of wavelength separation
between signal and pump wave. (d) Nonlinear phase shift ϕSPM as a function of coupled
pump power.
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Fig. 5. (a) SEM picture of microring resonator with 20 µm bending radius at a magnifica-
tion 7 000. (b) Wavelength dependent transmission spectrum of a 20 µm radius microring
resonator system. (c) High-resolution scan of microring resonance at ∼1617.4 nm. The
quality factor is ∼150 000. (d) Q-factor evaluation of resonances from 1520 to 1620 nm
wavelengths.

Next, we provide a characterization of the nonlinear properties in a dual CW-pumped exper-
iment with different launched power levels, as in [29, 30]. Two CW tunable lasers are co-
polarized and amplified with high-power amplifiers. The generated idler power in the waveg-
uide with a length of 0.94 cm depends on the amount of nonlinear phase shift ϕSPM according
to:

I0

I1
=

J2
0 (ϕSPM/2)+ J2

1 (ϕSPM/2)
J2

1 (ϕSPM/2)+ J2
2 (ϕSPM/2)

, (2)

ϕSPM = γLeffPin, (3)

Here I0 and I1 are the intensities of the pump wave and the idler wave of first order. Ji corre-
sponds to the i-th order Bessel function. The ratio of nonlinear phase shift ϕSPM versus coupled
pump power into the waveguide is 4.64·10−5 (mW)−1 as shown by the slope in Fig. 4(d). Fol-
lowing Eq. (3) and using a calculated effective length Leff of 0.76 cm, a nonlinear coefficient γ

of 6.1 (W·m)−1 is evaluated. With an effective area Aeff of around 0.9 µm2 the Kerr coefficient
n2 is thus 1.4·10 −18 m2/W using Eq. (1).

6. Compact microstructures: ring resonator

The high index contrast between the SiO2 cladding and the silicon-enriched nitride core facil-
itates the fabrication of ring resonator systems with small bending radii. We manufactured a
ring resonator with 20 µm bending radius as shown in the SEM picture in Fig. 5(a) taken prior
to the top cladding deposition. We characterized the ring by scanning a tunable laser across
a broadband window (1520-1620 nm). Optimizing the polarization for maximum throughput
leads to the transmission scan shown in Fig. 5(b). The measured free spectral range of the
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resonances is 8.3 nm. A zoom-in on one of the resonances measured with 0.1 pm resolution
is displayed in Fig. 5(c) indicating a quality factor of around 150 000 by fitting a Lorentzian
curve and evaluating the full-width half maximum in linear scale. An evaluation of the quality
factor for resonances in the wavelength regime between 1520 and 1620 nm is presented in Fig.
5(d) and shows Q-factors up to 165 000. These loaded quality factors are in agreement with the
measured transmission loss in Fig. 1(c).

7. Conclusion

We have presented silicon enriched nitride waveguides with a composition of 65% silicon and
35% nitrogen and discussed the advantages of having enhanced silicon content in SixNy with
respect to Si3N4. The reduced tensile stress in the film allows thick film deposition and dis-
persion engineering towards anomalous dispersion, one important requirement for broadband
wavelength conversion. Nonlinear characterization revealed a nonlinear Kerr coefficient n2 of
1.4·10−18 m2/W and an optical bandgap of 2.3 eV that shows the potential for high power non-
linear optics as demonstrated experimentally. High confinement in the presented waveguides
and propagation loss of ∼1 dB/cm enable high Q-factor (∼1.5·105) ring resonators with small
bending radii for high density of photonic integration. The waveguide loss has been evaluated
to be dominated by material loss.
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